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Abstract:
In this seminar we will review the main features of fibre-optic distributed acoustic sensing (DAS) for

earthquake monitoring using telecom optical fibres. The first part of the seminar will be dedicated to

reviewing the state of the art of DAS technology, including the working principle and some of the most

robust interrogation schemes existing today in the literature. Then, some recent experimental analysis of

distributed earthquake monitoring using a telecom submarine optical cable in Chile will be reported. The

bidimensional domain (time-distance) of DAS data can enable new and more powerful signal processing

approaches to improve signal quality and extend the sensing capabilities of the technology. Based on this,

DAS represents a new tool and paradigm for earthquake monitoring using operating optical networks,

being of special interest to exploit submarine optical cabling infrastructures existing worldwide. In this

direction, this seminar will also present some of the novel signal processing approaches developed in the

last years based on machine learning and acoustic beamforming to detect earthquakes and enhance the

DAS sensing capabilities.
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